
Alpha Beta 3-Step Kit LAUNCH

Introducing Dr. Dennis Gross’ Alpha Beta 3-Step Kit! 
Simplify your skincare routine with the Alpha Beta® Daily Essentials, a clinically proven 3-step
routine for clear, smooth, radiant skin – no matter your age or complexion concerns. Dead skin
builds up on the skin’s surface every 24 hours, causing dullness, clogged pores, breakouts, and
signs of aging. Plus, as we age, our skin’s building blocks breakdown, causing lines, wrinkles, and
sagging skin. Dr. Dennis Gross discovered the key to gently but effectively treating these concerns -
a proprietary blend of AHA/BHAs in a unique formulation that delivers this powerful cocktail of
actives to where the skin needs it most. We call it Alpha Beta®. 

Highlights: 
See transformative results with our simple 3-step Alpha Beta® essentials powered by  a
proprietary blend of AHAs/BHAs. This proven 3-step routine decongests, strengthens, hydrates,
firms, and smooths for your best skin yet.
Cleanse with our AHA/BHA Daily Cleansing Gel to purify & unclog pores
Peel with our Daily Peel which effectively exfoliates & visibly smooths the skin 
Hydrate with our oil-free Daily Moisturizer to reveal your most radiant, healthy-looking skin

Ingredients + Application:
Cleanser: For AM/PM use. Work cleanser into lather with wet hands and massage onto wet face.  
Rinse and pat dry. 
Peel: For optimal results, use daily AM or PM. Massage Step 1 onto clean, dry skin until pad is
dry. Wait two minutes. Repeat with Step 2. Do not rinse. *peels come folded in the packet - make
sure to open it up completely when applying
Moisturizer: For AM/PM use. Massage into clean, dry  skin.

Timeline: 
Please post the content specified in your CreatorIQ campaign instructions between March 22 –
March 31, 2022!

Please include the following: 
#drdennisgrosspartner 
@drdennisgross 
#sephora (if stated in your campaign instructions)
@sephora (if stated in your campaign instructions)



Make it personal -
Have you ever used AHA or BHA before? What has been your experience?
Talk about what result you were looking for and why you were excited to try these products

Describe product features -
Describe the cleanser's luxurious gel-to-foam lather experience and the moisturizer's dewy finish

Describe product benefits -
Speak to how the peel exfoliates & visibly smooths the skin. Step 1 removes dull, dead surface skin while
step 2 soothes, hydrates, and visibly replenishes the skin barrier
Speak to how the moisturizer delivers long-lasting, oil-free hydration and strengthens the skin's moisture
barrier without clogging pores
Speak to how the cleanser easily removes dirt, SPF, and makeup without stripping the skin 

Routine benefits -
Speak to how this kit has simplified your routine!

DO'S:
Sound excited and thrilled about the product, sharing your results and details about your journey (how
long did it take, what did you see, how did you use it to get these results)

DONT'S:
Avoid sounding scripted 
Avoid copy-righted music or sounds if filming video (including trending sounds/songs)

Before & After: Show your skin journey with the Alpha Beta 3-Step Kit! Take footage of your skin before and
after using the product while explaining the difference you found! 
Texture shots: Include footage that highlights the texture of the product while showing the application of it.
Tell viewers what you love about the product! 
Lifestyle Imagery: Show your #shelfie or get goop/texture shots of the products!
Self-Care Routine: Include the product in your self-care routine while sharing what other activities are self
indulgent for you!
Unboxing/Application ASMR: Satisfy the sense by highlight the sounds associated with unboxing the package
or applying the products! Don't forget to film in a very quiet space for this!
Educational: Get down to the details with specific ingredient benefits using the fact sheet below along with the
above talking points!

TALKING POINTS: Here are thought starters to mention in discussing the product on camera, in a
voiceover, or in a caption. You don't have to include all points - talk to what makes sense in
explaining your skincare journey with this product as if you were telling a friend!
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